WELCOME TO VAULTTECH
Elevating Crypto Transactions

Blockchain & AI: The Power Duo
By merging the trustworthiness of blockchain with the intelligence of AI, we’re redefining the benchmarks for the entire crypto industry. We aren’t just participants; we are the game-changers.

Dive into Our Ecosystem
Step into our vast landscape of innovative offerings:

- Decentralized Escrow Bot:
  Experience secure and transparent transactions with a system that ensures both parties' satisfaction.

- Crypto Lotteries:
  Infuse excitement into your crypto journey. Every ticket is a new opportunity, every draw a step closer to fortune.

- $VAULT Token Privileges:
  Being a $VAULT holder isn’t just a status; it’s a ticket to exclusive benefits, superior returns, and a community of forward-thinkers.

Unwavering Commitment
Our promise to you is steadfast: delivering an unparalleled user experience. Every feature, every update, every nuance is designed, keeping YOU at the center, ensuring a seamless interaction each time, every time.

Embark on the Journey
Immerse yourself in a world where crypto meets innovation. Dive deeper and explore the full spectrum of what we offer at our official Vault Website.

www.vault.tech
VAULTAI'S ESCROW BOT

Three Pillars, One Commitment
In the intricate realm of decentralized transactions, three core principles stand unshaken:

- Safety
- Security
- Trust

Harnessing Blockchain's Power
VaultAI's Escrow Bot is more than software—it's a fortress. By embracing the unyielding foundation of blockchain and the sophisticated mesh of distributed ledger technology, we ensure every transaction is engraved in stone, unchangeable, and transparent.

The Impartial Sentinel
Beyond just facilitating transactions, our bot plays a pivotal role as an unbiased mediator. No sides taken, no corners cut. Just pure, unbiased automation that champions the interests of both parties equally, ensuring transactions are conducted with absolute confidence.

With VaultAI, Confidence is Guaranteed
Every interaction, every transaction, every commitment is backed by our unwavering promise: reliability and transparency in an ever-evolving digital landscape.
Access & Integration

Seamless Experience on Telegram
VaultAI’s Escrow Bot effortlessly melds with Telegram, embodying our dedication to user-centric design and trust.

Engage & Trust
Connect with our cutting-edge bot on Telegram and experience reliability firsthand: VaultEscrowBot on Telegram

How To Use
Using the VaultAI's Escrow Bot on Telegram

1 Initialization
Start by simply entering the /start command to activate the bot's interface.

2 Creating the Contract
Whether you're a buyer or seller, the bot is tailored for you:
Use button create contract to initiate a new contract.
Fill in the necessary details:
- Name of the contract.
- Description to provide a clear outline.
- Timeline for task completion.
- Price for the service.

3 Connecting Parties
Once the contract details are set:
- Obtain the chatID from the opposite party.
  OR
- Send the acquired UserID to the bot.

4 Solidifying the Transaction
Upon completion of the above steps:
- A group chat is automatically created between the buyer and seller.
- The AI Oracle is integrated to oversee the transaction.
- Payment becomes accessible with a generated QR code and a designated deposit address.

www.vault.tech
Navigating the Interface

The bot's starting medium offers a range of options:

- **Create contract**: Initiate a new agreement.
- **View ratings and reviews**: Gain insights into the credibility of other parties.
- **View leaderboard**: Check out top-performing service providers.
- **View contacts**: Access saved contacts effortlessly.
- **Get help**: Seek assistance whenever needed.

Engage with the bot, and experience an intuitive, seamless, and secure transaction journey.
TOKENOMICS

Tax Structure

- **3% Tax on Transactions**: Applicable to both buys and sells, ensuring a fair taxation system for all participants.

- **Locked Liquidity**: A testament to our commitment to stability and trustworthiness.

Token Allocation

A strategic distribution to ensure sustainable growth and robust community engagement:

- **10% - Team/Development**: Ensuring consistent progress and innovation. (Locked & Vested for transparency and long-term commitment)

- **10% - Influencers/Angel Investors/KOLS**: Collaborations that amplify our reach and influence.

- **10% - Token Staking Rewards**: A nod to our dedicated community, rewarding those who believe in and support our vision.

- **30% - CEX/Marketing**: A significant portion earmarked for exchange listings and robust marketing campaigns. (Locked & Vested for sustained growth)

- **40% - Liquidity**: Solidifying our financial foundation, ensuring smooth transactions and stability in the market.
ROADMAP

Phase 1
Laying the Foundations
- Token Launch: The dawn of a new era with $VAULT.
- Coin Listing Sites: Enhancing visibility and accessibility.
- Marketing, User Growth, and Acquisition: Amplifying our presence and building a robust community.
- Release of VaultLottery Dapp: Dive into chances, rewards, and exhilaration.
- Partnership Announcements: Joining hands with industry leaders for a brighter future.

Phase 2
Expansion and Diversification
- Vault Discord Bot: Expanding our ecosystem to Discord enthusiasts.
- Vault iOS & Android App: Taking user experience to fingertips, across all devices.
- Hire Social Media Management Agency: Streamlining and enhancing our digital presence.
- Large Partnerships: Collaborating with giants for mutual growth.
- Anonymous Transactions and Mixing Service: Prioritizing privacy and security in every transaction.

Phase 3
Setting Industry Benchmarks
- Speed and Security Application Update: Because efficiency and safety are paramount.
- Sponsorships: Aligning with esteemed events and platforms for greater outreach.
- Livestream Promotions: Engaging with our community in real-time.
- VaultChain: Introducing a decentralized ledger solution.